
for industry and catering
� Reels

� Formats

� Stamped parts

� Composite foils

for construction
� Superwand DS® insulating board

� Moisture barriers

� Self-adhesive foils

Aluminium foils



"The gaps left by major companies open up good opportunities for
small companies" and "No order is too small that we don’t wel-
come it" were the themes of the company founder Dieter H. Korff.

Since 1984 the service centre located in Oberbipp in the southern
part of the Swiss Jura has now achieved a firm position on the
market and a reputation that goes beyond the boundaries of Swit-
zerland thanks to persevering development work.

When Dieter Korff, the founder of the
company, retired in 2004 I was given
the opportunity to purchase this repu-
table medium-sized enterprise.

You can rest assured that the establi-
shed company values such as quality
awareness and work ethics, flexibility
and a "watchmakers mentality" will be
upheld under my management.

Urs Erb, owner and president

Welcome to Korff

Aluminium foils
in stock

We keep a permanent stock of a wide
range of aluminium foils in
our spacious warehouse.

Our great strength:
The following are always available
in stock

� Thickness 0.008 mm – 0.300 mm

� Width 10 mm – 1,250 mm

� Hardness: soft, semi-rigid and hard

� Composite aluminium foils

� Self-adhesive aluminium foils

www.korff.ch



No order too small (or complex) –
not to be welcome

Korff AG has adjusted to the pleasing growth in the volume of busi-
ness since its foundation in 1984 by constantly expanding its infra-
structure.

The practical layout of the factory building, a modern high-bay ware-
house and the efficient machinery are today important assets. A flat
hierarchy which keeps the overheads low is one of the keys to our
great competitive strength. In addition, cost-intensive changeover
times for important machines have been "tuned down" by ingenious
modifications, allowing us to produce even small batch sizes econo-
mically.

Our customers particularly appreciate that we can thus cover a wide
variety of aluminium foils to meet their needs in a very short space
of time.

Thanks to many years of experience and great technical ingenuity,
we develop solutions for complex requirements in the industry sec-
tor and – often in close cooperation with our customers – these are im-
plemented in successful products (for the pharmaceutical industry,
for electrical engineering and the automotive industry, for example).



Korff AG can supply a very extensive range of products. In the
consumer segment these include foils for airline catering, con-
fectionery foils, pop up sheets, hair foils, DIY foils, etc. We have an
even wider programme for the industrial sector – this ranges from
laboratory foils, formats, stamped parts through to variously com-
bined reels.

The comprehensive stocks, versatile machinery and our flexibility
mean that we can cater customer wishes in a very short space of
time: rolled, folded, stamped, embossed, punched or perforated.

We owe the fact that we can supply over 2,000 customers in
more than 40 segments of industry not least to this great effi-
ciency.

We supply aluminium foils and strips for
numerous applications – quickly and "just in time"

reels stamped parts confectionery foils catering foils

pop-up sheets

hair foils

DIY foils wild animal
protection foils

formats composite foils

laboratory foils



Moisture barriers for dry
structural elements

We can offer aluminium-
moisture barriers that con-
sistently prevent moisture
damage according to your
requirements.

Say goodbye to mould
and black spots

You can permanently elimi-
nate black spots and mould
with our Superwand DS®
insulating boards.

Special products for the construction sector

Sealing by
gluing

Our various ALUFIX®-self-
adhesive foils are ideal for
the moisture and airproof
masking of aluminium
moisture barriers and
aluminium laminated
insulating materials.

Soundproofing:
unheard of efficiency

The ingenious construction
of the HAWAPHON-
sound insulation panel
is the reason why things
are so quiet around our
boards.
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The consistent use of our quality management system (certified in
accordance with ISO 9001:2000) is our daily commitment, from
recording the customer's wishes through to the correct and
prompt delivery.

We are also internationally
competitive thanks to optimi-
sed workflows, continuous
investments, long-standing
co-operations with very effi-
cient suppliers and a high
motivation.

More than two thirds of our
products are exported, the
majority to the EU region. Ex-
port orders are handled
smoothly and efficiently
thanks to the accumulated
experience of deliveries to
four continents – just like
Swiss clockwork.

Quality as a commitment

Find the way to us

KORFF AG
Niedermattstrasse 35
CH-4538 Oberbipp BE

Telefon +41(0)32 636 33 32
Telefax +41(0)32 636 23 09
info@korff.ch | www.korff.ch

www.korff.ch


